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Mission

To advance the rights,
welfare and health
of all animals.

Values

Vision

Our Vision is for all
animals to live a life free
of disease, cruelty
and suffering.

Kindness, respect,
compassion, awareness
and integrity are sacrosanct
in all aspects of our
mission and vision for a
cruelty-free society.

Notice of AGM 2020
The Animal Welfare Society of
South Africa will be holding its
Annual General Meeting for the
2019/2020 financial year on
Monday, 21 September at 5pm.
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About us
(B-BBEE Level 4)
The Animal Welfare Society of South Africa was
founded in March 1929. Our organisation is
member-based, non-governmental and an autono
mous NPO and registered PBO established to
ensure the rights, health and welfare of all animals.
Over the past 91 years we have consistently
executed our Mission to champion the cause of
all animals. We have achieved this through:
• Professional veterinary care
• Inspectorate services
• Human education, Sterilisation and Outreach
projects
• Successful adoption and foster programmes
that every year places many animals in caring
forever homes
We offer a full range of veterinary services to the
underprivileged and disadvantaged communities
of the Cape Metro. From our base in Philippi, we
handle about 4,000 animals per month. Our clinic
is open 7 days a week to accommodate those
who are unable to bring their pets during the week.
We have 4 fully-equipped and very busy theatres
where we do sterilisations, orthopaedic operations
and many other procedures. The Society does not
recieve state funding and relies almost solely on
donations.
At any one time we can house in excess of 175 sick
or injured animals. We are committed to sterilising
every animal that comes through our hospital as
our contribution to reducing the number of strays
and unwanted animals in the Cape Metro.
The Society has an Adoption Centre, where we take
in stray, homeless, unwanted, abused and abandoned animals and find them their forever home.
They are medically assessed, vaccinated, treated for
internal and external parasistes, microchipped and
sterilised before leaving our care.
Our Inspectorate Department responds to daily
calls with regard to cases relating to animal cruelty
and general neglect of animals as well as ongoing
reported cases of animal fighting in our communities. We often respond to reports of injured stray
animals, large and small on our public road ways
by our City’s Traffic Department, SAPS and Law
Enforcement.
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Patron’s Message
2020 started out positively for AWS and I was happy to officially open the Isdell Sterilisation Clinic in January.
Without any doubt the crisis caused by Covid 19 is the biggest global disaster that we have faced in my lifetime. It is
during stressful times like these that the quality, strength,
dedication and belief of people is clearly defined.
It is by this measure that we need to look back at the last
extremely difficult months and there is no question that the
AWS family, consisting of staff, volunteers, management,
donors, sponsors and the general public have excelled in
rising to the challenge of coping with so many abandoned
pets and animals.
I wish you all strength and courage in the months ahead.
I salute you all.
Pamela Isdell – AWS SA Patron

Meet our PAWsome Team
CEO: Dr J McMullen
Administration Department

Hospital Department

Ms C Hoy (Manager)
Ms A Stanbridge (Hospital Almoner)
Mrs C Fester

Vet: Dr Z Stoynova

Inspectorate Department
Mr M Levendal (Manager/Senior Inspector)
Mr S Kilwa (Trainee Inspector)
Maintenance Department
Mr A Jaftha (Manager)
Mr E Ngcakaza
Charity Shop
Mrs L Levendal
Ms E Ernstzen
Head of Communications, Resource
Development and Fundraising
Mr A Perrins

Nursing Assistants
Ms M Hirsekorn (Manager)
Mr C Samuels (Senior)
Mr J Le Roux
Mrs F Barnard
Ms M Hennings
Mrs N Foord

Hospital Assistants
Mr J Ngcakaza
Mr M Mdudu
Mr O Mdudu
Mr M Mgoduka
Mr M Mliki

General Assistants
Ms L Tyatya
Ms E Sifuba
Adoptions, Education and Outreach Department
Ms C Leonard (Manager)
Mr L Nkotha (Adoptions Officer)
Kennel Assistants
Mr N Ngcakaza
Mr A Ngcakaza
Mr G Ngcakaza
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President’s report
For any South African business or charitable institution,
2019/2020 was far from easy – a weakening economy where
costs increased, and our pet owners found it increasingly
difficult to afford veterinary services. Notwithstanding this,
AWS SA did well in 2019/2020.
This was not by chance but because of the efforts and involvement of people working and supporting the ‘AWS
dream’. The following are thanked for their ongoing support
and special effort:
• Dr John McMullen and his dedicated team of hard-working staff under very difficult circumstances;
• Dr Jim McNamara, our enthusiastic Chairman, and his experienced Exco members for their
considerable input;
• Our donors, testators, charitable trusts, sponsors and benefactors, whose support is critical for
AWS to provide the high level of ongoing services;
• Pamela Isdell, our Patron, for her passionate and ‘hands on’ interest and support;
• Allan Perrins, our very dedicated and energetic Communications and Resource
Development Officer for ensuring that the good work of AWS SA is known and supported.
It is apt to use the words of Siya Kolisi, our 2019 World Cup winning Captain:
“Stronger Together!”
John le Roux – AWS SA President
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Chairman’s report
Resilience. If I had to choose
one word to characterise the
courageous performance of the
Society’s staff and leadership
in recent months, it would be
that one.
Everything that has been thrown at them –
burglaries, water leaks, storms, internet loss, load
shedding, and of course the virus – they have
simply handled in their quiet, professional way,
in service to our communities and the pets they
love. They have my thanks and admiration for their
ceaseless dedication to animal welfare.
The broader community of supporters has likewise
shown great resilience in continuing to provide the
resources needed to sustain the Society’s operations. This has been especially necessary because
some of the Society’s operations have not genera
ted the income that they used to; like so many small
businesses, the lockdown has hurt.
It was especially heartening to see the response
to our call for dog food for us to distribute to pet
owners in distressed areas. This went to people who
felt that their changed economic circumstances no
longer allowed them to keep their pets, and who
came to us to turn the animals in. The fact that your
donations allowed us to help keep these families
whole is a sure sign of the kindness of animal lovers,
even amidst such difficult days for all of you.

Also pleasing has been the increase in support from
trusts and bequests, which were willing and able to
include animal welfare amongst their beneficiaries.
We remain determined to carry on with our mass
sterilisations campaigns at the Isdell Clinic, to
address the larger chronic problem of animal overbreeding in some of our communities.
Having celebrated the Society’s 90th birthday in
2019, and now having survived a period that has
seen many struggling organisations having to close
their doors, AWS looks to the future with confidence that the sterling work of Dr John McMullen
and his team will remain as robust as ever.
Please do let us know if you would like to become
more deeply involved in the work of the Society;
we think that you would find it both enjoyable and
fulfilling.
Dr Jim McNamara – AWS SA Chairman

Organic Garden Centre

Promoters of Xeriscaping and
drought tolerant gardening

Pam and Gary Hart: 021 703 8689 | info@hartnursery.co.za | www.hartnursery.co.za
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CEO’s report
As our financial year draws to a close and we
prepare for our first virtual Annual General
Meeting in September, the Executive Committee
reflects on what has been achieved, proposed
and planned for our 91st year of operational
existence as ‘The Society that Cares’.
Our major projects across the board were first
and foremost the complete renovation and
opening of the Isdell Sterilisation Clinic. This included the procurement of new equipment, surgical instruments and ancillary necessities such
as a washing machine, tumble dryer, drug safe
and common room facilities for staff.

at home. Social distancing in these communities is difficult due to the environment and lack
of hygienic facilities. We therefore broadened
the scope of the project with a food gift for the
animals and a hamper for the family including
clothes and shoes from our donations. The tableau on our Facebook page shows it in action.

Despite the lockdown we were able to complete eight-hundred and one sterilisations on
weekends and public holidays, and envisage a
surge in operations after the lifting of the current restrictions. This will be in addition to our
main hospital surgeries and enhance our ability
to curb the numbers of unwanted litters born in
the ever expanding Cape Metropole.

Our hospital statistics really become relevant
when you consider the output of the dedicated
team of staff that produce this humanitarian work
on a daily basis. We are available after hours and
consult Saturday and Sunday which are our busiest two days of the week.

Next was the Ground2Tap project to substantially reduce or ration our reliance on potable
council water. Due to the ongoing scarcity of this
precious element vital to sustaining life, and the
global warming affecting South Africa, we are
“filtering” borehole water to consumable quality
and thus saving 6000 – 8000 kilolitres of council
water per day.
Our third project was conceived during the
Corona Pandemic with generous donations of
animal food by supporters and all the premium
pet food companies. We started an outreach
feeding scheme launched in our immediate peripheral area to feed the pets of indigent families.
We soon became aware that the families themselves were suffering as a result of the pandemic
with unemployment, self-isolation and children

During this reporting period, we have seen a few
of our retired staff who were working part time
finally re-retire. Thank you Louise, Suzanne and
Margaret for your long years of service. Also,
we bid farewell to Tamerin who is relocating up
country with her family.
The society has remained fully operational
throughout the pandemic as an essential service
and have had only one staff member succumb
to the virus. Stringent PPE protocol measures
have been in place since the onset and this has
paid dividends.
Well done to the incredible staff for their dedication to the society. My thanks to the executive,
auditors, supporters and Personal Trust who
manage our finances.
Dr John McMullen – AWS SA CEO and
Vice Chairman

“If Animals Spoke, Humanity would Cry.” - Manuj Rajput
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Only 1 in 20 South Africans
can afford to retire.
Letʼs improve your odds.

Over the course of the last 40 years, weʼve gathered together some of the best minds
in the business. A good retirement plan, followed through consistently over time has
dramatically improved the quality of retired life for many of our clients.
We offer a comprehensive range of financial services, including investment and portfolio
management, offshore financial services, trustee services, retirement planning, local and
offshore money market, estate planning, tax services and wills.

Youʼre welcome to phone Greg Nasson at our Rondebosch office on
021 689 8975. Letʼs talk - personally.
PERSONAL TRUST (PTY) LTD
Personal Trust House Belmont Park Belmont Road Rondebosch 7700
P O Box 476 Rondebosch Cape Town 7701 RSA
Tel: 021 689 8975 · Fax: 021 686 9093 · e-mail: personaltrust@ptrust.co.za
www.personaltrust.co.za
FSP Licence No.707 · Personal Trust (Pty) Ltd · Registration No.1951/002859/07Annual
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Honorary Treasurer’s
report
The Society remains in a reasonably stable financial position as a result of the capital fund balance, which is diversely invested.
In 2020 the income has been more equally divided across
the various categories. With bequests making up 43% of
income, Vet services making up 36%, other income of 8%
and donations making up the remaining 13%. Of the donation income 37% is represented by a generous donation received from Patron Pamela Isdell.
The income from Vet Services and Adoptions also remained in line with the prior year making up
36% of total income, thanks to the hard working and dedicated staff. Investment interest income
has increased in current year, this is a result of funds being held in interest bearing cash reserves.
Overall expenses have increased by approximately 8%. This is in line with only an inflationary increase and costs have been strictly managed by the Society.
Although the Society has remained stable during 2019/20, it still operates with an overall deficit,
forcing us to use funds from the capital reserve. We greatly appreciate donations and bequests as
the Society is dependent on these funds to continue providing its first-class service.
The Annual Financial Statements will be available at the AGM and on request from: carmen@
awscape.org.za
Ann Sanders – AWS SA Honorary Treasurer

Financial Statistics for 2019/20

Income
2%
43%
4%
36%
2%
13%

Subscriptions and other
Bequests
Fundraising
Vet Services and Adoptions
Interest
Donations
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Expenses
9%
53%
17%
21%

Field and case work
Hospital at Philippi
Kennels
Administration

Statistics for 2019/20

Consultations

Vaccinations

Medical procedures

Sterilisations

2018/19: 18 647
2019/20: 17 045

2018/19: 9 652
2019/20: 8 306

2018/19: 5 986
2019/20: 5 951

2018/19: 3 978
2019/20: 3 747

Inspectorate cases

Dog adoptions

Cat adoptions

2018/19: 1 345
2019/20: 1 459

2018/19: 289
2019/20: 250

2018/19: 87
2019/20: 74

• We microchipped 343 pets.
• Hospital in-patients totalled: 4 631. A staggering monthly average of 386 patients.
• 786 animals were admitted into our Kennels and Cattery. A monthly average of 66 – mainly dogs.
• The variances may almost singularly be attributed to the National Lockdown when we were
restricted to emergencies only.
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Resource Development and
Communications report
It’s been said that fortune favours
the bold. This adage perfectly
sums up our performance over
the past year – a year that saw
the Animal Welfare Society of
South Africa being justly rewarded
for its many courageous acts.
Our brave Hospital and Inspectorate teams deserve
a special mention for their unwavering dedication
and decisive action that benefitted thousands of
animals in countless ways.
Our Education, Outreach and Mass Animal Sterilisation Projects also positively impacted the lives
of many needy animals within our vast area of
operation and contributed meaningfully towards a
marked reduction in the number of animal cruelty
cases.
Whilst we have every reason to celebrate all of these
noteworthy operational accomplishments, it should
be remembered that our beneficiary constituency is
representative of the poorest of the poor who very
often are unable to make any form of co-contribution
towards their pet’s care. That, as you can imagine
places our budget under enormous pressure.
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It is only thanks to you our generous donors that we
have been able to afford to treat and transform the
lives of as many animals as we have over the past
year - and we sincerely hope that our accomplishments on all fronts have exceeded your expectations and inspired you to continue partnering with
us in our quest for a cruelty free society.
The highlight of the year was the opening of the
magnificent Isdell Sterilisation Clinic that boasts
two fully refurbished and newly equipped operating
theatres with the capacity to comfortably accommodate 75 animals.

Other noteworthy accomplishments include making it to the list of 30 national finalists for a coveted
Impumelelo Social Innovations Award and passing
the Community Chest and NGO Advisor due diligence tests with full marks.
We were also generously gifted a brand-new Nissan
NP 300 vehicle by William Simpson that has been
converted into a professional animal carrier. This is
the flagship of our vehicle fleet and will significantly
increase our operational capacity and ability to safely
collect and deliver pets during our education, outreach and pet sterilisation drives.
I am also very pleased to report that we have
earned the support of several new Trust and Legacy benefactors as well as a growing number of
Community Action Networks and at the request of
several testators plan to start our very own Bequest
Society in the near future.
Our list of corporate partners has also increased
and now includes all premium pet food brands,
additional retailers and several companies in the
medical supply, building and hospitality industries.
These much appreciated and meaningful partnerships, coupled with our incredibly generous
individual donors and volunteers all go a long way
towards ensuring that we will be able to meet the
daunting demands of the future.
I am also pleased to report that we continue to
enjoy the selfless support of the amazing Brigitte
Reeve-Taylor and her Dancers Love Dogs dancers
who generously sponsored the cost of hundreds
of pet sterilisations throughout the year and who
have pledged their ongoing support that will go a
long way towards enabling us to prevent countless
litters of unwanted kittens and puppies from being
born into a life of deprivation.
We continue to enjoy media prominence and I
would be remiss if I did not thank all of our friends
in the media for their unwavering and spontaneous
support throughout the year. Their individual and
collective contributions have been huge and helped
to place us firmly on the map and at the forefront of
all animal lover’s minds.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank
and acknowledge all of our Facebook followers
for their constructive engagements and amazing
support. Their continued words of encouragement
spoken like true friends helps to lift our spirits and
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strengthen our resolve no matter how seemingly
impossible or hopeless the task.

like ourselves that are on the frontline of the battle
against animal abuse, neglect and cruelty.

Tragically towards the end of the financial year the
world faced the worst pandemic of our lifetime that
has sadly cost hundreds of thousands of precious
lives and thrown economies into a wild tail-spin
with dire consequences. The impact on all of us
has been unprecedented and the hardship that we
have witnessed worldwide and firsthand within our
jurisdiction has brought us to tears.

We truly care about animals but wouldn’t exist without animal lovers just like you donating your funds,
time, talents and expertise to our Society or leaving
a very special gift in your Will.

COVID-19 has been described as a novel zoonotic
disease (a disease that can be transmitted from
animals to people) causing the world to seriously
rethink the way animals are treated.
This silver lining is a poignant reminder of the unequivocal need for animal welfare organisations
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We have already taken courageous steps to keep
everyone safe and to ‘future-proof’ the Animal Welfare Society and have had to quickly adapt to a
vastly changed set of circumstances.
Thankfully, the one consistent that we have is
your continued support that will ensure that we will
always be there for the animals.
Allan Perrins – Head of Communications,
Resource Development and Fundraising

FAIRCAPE
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

Faircape Group started out as a
construction company more than

35 years ago.
Today, we’re market leaders in the

FAIRCAPE SALES
& LEASING
FAIRCAPE RETIREMENT

property management industry,
with a strong focus on retirement
and healthcare. Faircape offers
a full complement of property

facilities, including security,
utilities, fibre internet, property

FAIRCAPE HEALTH

management, retirement estates,
world-class healthcare facilities,

FAIRCAPE UTILITIES
FAIRCOM FIBRE

and of course, sales and leasing.
From starting your first home to
retiring in luxury – we’re with you.

FAIRCAPE
OR FUUURCAPE?
We at Faircape are big animal
lovers and we’re always happy
to get involved with the Animal
Welfare Society, supporting them
and the magnificent work they do
in whatever small ways we can.

FAIRCAPE
GROUP

www.faircape.co.za
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Themba

Themba walked into our lives just before the start
of the National Lockdown. The image of her emaciated body painfully stumbling through the bushes
as she summed up her last ounces of energy to
make it to safety is a pitiful sight that we will never,
ever forget.
She literally collapsed at our front gate and had to
be carried to the hospital. She clearly hadn’t eaten
for a very long time and weighed next to nothing
and her bedraggled coat was crawling with ticks
and fleas that caused her to itch all over.
She needed help standing to prevent her from collapsing as she wolfed down a large bowl of food
without taking a breath and without taking her eyes
off her food. To add to her plight she had biliary and
required a blood transfusion.
Her adorable qualities and miraculous transformation drew a lot of interest especially from members
of the amazing Camps Bay Community Action Network (CAN) who have been so supportive and generous to us over the entire lockdown that it came as
no surprise when one of their members contacted
us to enquire about adopting Themba.
The initial introduction can best be described as
love at first sight with Themba pulling out all the
stops to impress. Themba soon left our care to join
this loving forever family who sent us a photograph
of her curled up fast asleep on her new bed, warm
and content.
We are so grateful to this wonderful family for giving Themba a second chance and hope that this
remarkable outcome will inspire you to adopt your
next pet from us.
Themba means ‘Hope’, and Themba became
a symbol of hope for all of us during the National
Lockdown. She came to us at a time when
many families were struggling to feed their
pets due to limited income. Themba became
the poster-child for our feeding campaign and
thanks to the generosity of our supporters, we
were able to assist many families with providing
food and care for their beloved pets.
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Cooper

On Wednesday, 22 January, our Hospital staff were
presented with a juvenile Pitbull named Cooper that
had both his ears cruelly cut off with a pair of scissors and crudely stitched together with fishing line.
What was left of his little ears had become infected
and inflamed and he was clearly traumatised by his
torturers cruel deeds.
It took a massive team-effort and substantial investment to save Coopers life but it was worth
every single minute and every Cent.
Cooper spent almost a month in our care and
thankfully made a full recovery. You will also be
pleased to know that within 48 hours of his arrival
we had identified, apprehended and charged those
responsible for mutilating Cooper.
Our switchboard almost imploded following our initial
expose about what this remarkable dog was forced
to endure and by the end of day one we had a long
list of pet lovers pledging to contribute towards his
medical bill and wanting to take him home.
Our Head of Communications, Resource Development and Fundraising, Allan Perrins, fielded enquiries
from as far afield as the UK and Cooper’s plight
resonated with animal lovers all over South Africa.
Allan and Senior AWS SA Inspector, Mark Levendal,
had the pleasure of delivering Cooper to his excited
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new owner who thanked us for saving Cooper’s life
and for allowing her the privilege of adopting him.
Thanks to a great team effort and your generous
donations, Cooper will get to run and play on the
beach and never have to worry about anyone hurting him ever again.
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Scooby

Thando (together with her Mom Mpilo and brother
Baby) was admitted in February 2017. They were
rescued from an open sand patch in nearby Delft
and appeared homeless, grossly neglected and
emaciated. All 3 dogs were riddled with mange to
the extent of being almost hairless and were also
suffering from a host of other life-draining parasites.
Their extended stay with us was a ‘home away from
home’ experience – they were given daily walks,
loads of environmental enrichment and monitored
for any signs of stress. They clearly thrived on all
the love and attention they received from their AWS
SA caregivers.
At the time of her admission Thando weighed a
mere 12.65kgs. Today she weighs a healthy 23.3kgs
and sports a shiny, sable coloured coat. She was
adopted in December 2019 – two years and 10
months after arrival. Thando (renamed Scooby) was
given the ultimate Christmas gift – the gift or life, love
and a second chance with a family that truly cares.
While in our care, Thando was gifted a huge reclining chair by our Chairman, Dr Jim McNamara, that
both she and Mpilo (her mom) loved to curl up on
– so it came as no surprise to see her asleep on a
similar lounge chair in her new home.
We could not have scripted a more heart-warming,
fairy-tale ending.

Howler’s happy ending
Howler was with us for just over 700 days before
he joined his forever, loving new family towards the
end of 2019. This exceptional boy, who crept into
all of our hearts while he was with us, finally found
his happily every after.
Based on the positive feedback and photos from
the family, he is clearly a ‘Daddy’s Boy’. The family
appreciated just how much enjoyment and comfort
Howler got from his car tyre whilst in our care, so
no guesses as to what his first toy was – a brand
new tyre!
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The 5 Freedoms
of Animals

The 5 Freedoms are a set of standards that we, as animal owners and carers,
must understand and adopt to ensure that the welfare of animals is provided
for. These standards are internationally recognised and are not just about the
things that we want to do for our animals, but also the things we must do in
order to be responsible and caring owners.

Freedom from hunger and thirst
Freedom from discomfort
Freedom from pain, injury and disease
Freedom to express normal behaviour
Freedom from fear and distress
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WE SALUTE YOU & WE THANK YOU!

We are immensely grateful for all the wonderful work you do to save, care for and
help our furry friends. Your loyalty and dedication is an inspiration to us all
and we are proud of our long-standing association with You - and look forward to
continuing being supportive.

WILLIAM

SIMPSON

.CO.ZA

NISSAN TOKAI

JEEP FIAT ALFA ROMEO TOKAI

125 Main Road, Tokai, 7945
021 710 3400
tokai@williamsimpson.co.za

125 Main Road, Tokai, 7945
021 001 4411
Annual Report 2020
jeep.fiat.alfa@williamsimpson.co.za
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Thank
you
A very special thank you to
AWS SA’s:
• Patron Pamela Isdell
• Council and Executive Committee
• Employees and volunteers

For another remarkable year!

Patron
Mrs Pamela Isdell

Council
Mr J le Roux

President

Prof M Jacobs
Dr J McNamara
Mrs M McNamara
Dr J McMullen
Mrs C McMullen
Mrs J Pienaar
Mr F Pienaar
Ms M Pontier
Ms A Sanders
Ms T Jurgens

Executive Committee
Mr J le Roux

President

Dr J McNamara

Chairman

Dr J McMullen

Vice Chairman

Ms A Sanders

Honorary Treasurer

Prof M Jacobs
Ms M Pontier
Mrs P Hart
Mrs C Mills
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Donations
Trusts and Foundations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isdell Family Foundation
Personal Trust Foundation
Rolf-Stephan Nussbaum Foundation
Harry Crossley Foundation
Meyer Trust
Strong Trust
B.W. Maskew Miller Will Trust
V.W.G Stone Will Trust
The B.P. Meaker Will Trust
G.M. Pilcher Will Trust
M.J. Stern Trust
Lynette Croudace Fund
The Yates Charitable Trust
The Dangwen Trust
G.M. Edwards Will Trust
J.E. van der Merwe Trust
D. Maxwell Charitable Trust
F.G. Connock Charitable Trust
The Charles Harding Charitable Trust
Annamie Herbst Trust
Bob Langham Carter Trust
Douglas Jooste Trust
The Din Din Trust
The Dora Gassner Trust
Dr Sunshine Charitable Trust
Ralph Herriman Charitable Trust
Clifford Harris Trust
Diane Kaplan Charitable Trust
Helga Blake Charitable Trust
J.H.G. Knoren Trust
L.M. Crowther Trust
Lily Ashton Charitable Trust
M.D. Woodgate Charitable Trust
Patricia Greutink Charitable Trust
A.W. Blekton Charitable Trust
The Joan St Leger Lindbergh Charitable Trust
Lorenzo & Stella Chiappini Charitable Trust
Mary Louise Flarry Will Trust
E.M. Simpson Trust
A.W.E. Larpent Charitable Trust
J. Emersen Trust
E.E. van der Hoven Trust
R & E Harvey Trust
B.S.M. Goldstein Trust
D. King Will Trust
V.E. Smith Testamentary Trust
The Minrath Charitable Trust
Cats Third Party

Bequests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estate Late: G.K. Brand
Estate Late: H.P.F. du Plessis
Estate Late: Burnett
Estate Late: B.O.M. Symm
Estate Late: W.N.J. du Toit
Estate Late: van Heerden
Estate Late: W.G. Chaplin
Estate Late: Olds

Bhalisa Services gave back on Mandela Day by
fumigating our hospital.

HOW TO BE A BENEFACTOR
If you wish to be a benefactor of the
Society in your Will, please complete
the Codicil on the last page of this
Annual Report. You can also contact
Allan Perrins on 078 631 5126 or
allanperrins@awscape.org.za

Donate via SnapScan

Thanks to the magic of modern technology and the
expertise of a few local geniuses at Ground2Tap,
we have succeeded in safely purifying our borehole
water supply to a potable quality safe for human
consumption.

Thanks to an amazing donation by the City of
Cape Town and Lionel’s Choice Pet Food, we
could supply pet food to communities in need
during the Covid-19 crisis.

4PzSE93v
4PzSE93v

4PzSE93v

A massive thank you to Cape Brick for their
generous donation of concrete blocks to rebuild
our boundary wall.
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Corporate Sponsors and
Business Partners
Our numerous appeals for corporate support were heard and
we are delighted to announce several new change-maker
partnerships.
• 4th Dimension Studios
• 567 Cape Talk Radio
• African News Agency Cape
Town
• All Community Newspapers
• Ascot Press
• Ascendis Animal Health
• Auburn House School
• Back-a-Buddy
• Bhalisa Services
• Boehringer Ingelheim SA
• Camps Bay CAN
• Cape Brick
• Cape Town ETC
• Cardiac Rhythm Management
Cape Town
• Century City Hotel
• Claremont Inner Wheel Club
• Congress Rental
• Constantiaberg Medi-Clinic
• Die Burger
• Diemersfontein Wine Estate
• Dog Box Project
• Dynamic Accounting Services
• Edgemead Tennis Club
• Euromonitor International
• Good Hope FM
• Gift of the Givers Foundation
• Graphic Laminates
• Ground2Tap
• Happy Tales Magazine
• Hart Nursery
• Hats Off
• Heart FM
• Hill’s Pet Nutrition
• Jackie Wernberg Photography
• Joan Sutton Design Studio
• JoJo Water Tanks
• Lagoona Textiles
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Lakato
Mantelli’s Biscuits
Martin and Martin
Marlton’s Pet Products
MCP Wholesalers
Media 24.com
Montego Pet Nutrition
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet
Nedbank
Old Mutual
Olympic Professional
Omni HR Consulting
Pack Leader Pet Products
PayFast
Personal Trust
Petprints Magazine
Pick n Pay
Prominent Paint
Regal Pet Health
Rensol Africa
RSM
SAFM
SANDF
Smile FM
Spar Group
Standard Bank
Starke Ayres Nursery
The Cape Argus
The Cape Times
The City of Cape Town
The Daily Voice
The Lions
The SABC
The Weekend Argus
Times Live
Twizza
William Simpson Motor Group
Wynberg Rotary
Zoetis

Our sincere thanks is extended to all of our business partners for
sharing their time, talents, expertise and good fortune with us.

Bob Martin generously
supported our COVID-19 Cape
Flats feeding campaign with
mountainous donations of
nutritious cat and dog food.

Thanks to everyone who so
generously contributed towards
our goal of raising sufficient
funds to sterilise, vaccinate,
dip and deworm 67 animals.

Special thanks to Jackie
Wernberg for the beautiful
photos she takes for us!
Graphic design: Cindy Armstrong
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Animal Welfare Society of South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)21 692 2626
www.awscape.org.za
Email: admin@awscape.org.za
PO Box 32057, Ottery 7808
7 Papkuilsvlei Road, Philippi
Non-Profit Organisation: 003-037-NPO
PBO 130001884
Donations are tax deductible

CODICIL TO AN EXISTING WILL
Where a Will has already been made, and it is now desired to benefit the Animal Welfare Society of South Africa, it is
only necessary to add a Codicil in the following form, and append the Codicil to the existing Will.
Name in Full:
ID Number:
Address:

Postal Code:
Date of Will:
I give to the Animal Welfare Society of South Africa (003-037-NPO | PBO 130001884) for the general purposes of
the Animal Welfare Society of South Africa:

free of any duty, and I declare that the receipt of the Accountant at the time, of the Animal Welfare Society of South
Africa (or its successor) shall be good discharge to my Executors.
In witness thereto I have set my hand to this, on the

day of

Signed by the Testator/Testatrix as and for the Codicil to his/her last Will Dated:

20
(date of Will)

In the presence of us, both present at the same time, who at his/her request, and in his/her presence, and in the
presence of each other, have hereunto set our names as witnesses.

Signature of Testator / Testatrix:

WITNESS 1

WITNESS 2

Full Name:

Full Name:

ID Number:

ID Number:

Address:

Address:
Code:

Signature:

Code:
Signature:
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Banking details

Head Office, Inspectorate,
Hospital and Adoption Centre

Standard Bank Kromboom
Account no: 072 863 196
Branch Code: 02 62 09

Papkuilsvlei Road, Philippi
P.O. Box 32057
Ottery 7808

Fundraising account

021 692 2626

Outside of the RSA: 0027 21 692 2626

Nedbank Current Account
Account no: 114 822 258 8
Branch Code: 19 87 65
Swift Code: NEDSZAJJ

Office hours:

Follow us

082 601 1761
admin@awscape.org.za

Monday – Friday 8:00 - 17:00

Animal Welfare Society of SA
aws_southafrica

Clinic hours:

Monday to Friday: 8:00 – 12:00 and 14:00 – 15:30
Weekends and Public Holidays: 8:00 – 12:00

aws_philippi
www.awscape.org.za

Member of the World Federation for the Protection of Animals
Ad Hoc Member of the Coalition of African Animal Welfare Organisations
Member of the Cape Animal Welfare Forum
NPO 003-037  •  PBO 130001884

Accredited by the Western Cape Community Chest  |  NGO Advisor Gold accreditation
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